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2011 CLASS DESCRIPTION
Monday, July 11 from 2:00-4:30

REGISTRATION AND ONE-ON-ONE WORKSHOP FOR BEGINNERS
Welcome to the IAMPETH 2011 Convention. Please make your way to the classroom area beginning at 2:00 pm on Monday to pick up 
your Registration Packet. Beginners are then encouraged to go to the hotel lobby where you will receive one on one help and answers 
to your questions about pens, nibs and anything else that might be on your mind before you head into class Tuesday. If you have never 
used a pointed pen before or if you need help adjusting your current pen, this is the perfect time to get help from the experts.

Tuesday, July 12 – Morning and afternoon session 8:30-5:00

ENGROSSER’S SCRIPT—DR. JOSEPH M. VITOLO

The focus of this workshop will be the fundamentals of letter form design and execution for both upper and lower case. Appropriate 
for all skill levels including beginners.
Supplies: Oblique penholder with an adjustable metal flange, NIBS: Leonardt Principal, or your favorite; INKS: McCaffery’s Penman’s 
Inks (any color), Tom Norton’s Walnut Drawing Ink; MISCELLANEOUS:  Q-tips, toothpaste, tissue paper, water container, mechanical 
pencil, good quality Inkjet paper (Joe uses Kodak‘s Ultimate 24 pound paper) *Place preprinted guidelines beneath the paper surface OR 
print directly on the writing paper. The guidelines are available for printing online at http://www.iampeth.com/lessons/guidesheets/
VitoloScriptGuidelinesFromVideoClips.pdf

THE MANUSCRIPT LETTER—ROSEMARY BUCZEK

In this class we will examine the technique of the painted letter in detail. We will be painting with gouache (and you all know I love 
watercolor!) but we will study the painting techniques needed to paint a rich, detailed and velvet like letter form. We will be drawing 
and painting the Acanthus leaf into the letter itself and then painting the diaper pattern that appears in the background. To save cost 
and time, we will use the FineTec Mica Artist color set in place of 23K patent gold. Many of you have this set already in your toolboxes. 
Intermediate to advanced skills required.
Supplies: #2 pencil/kneaded eraser, small ruler and small triangle if you have one, sheet of tracing paper, stylus (if you have one) or 
a “dead” ball point pen, 8 x 10 piece of (90 or 140) Hot Press watercolor paper such as Arches or Fabriano, clean palette for mixing 
colors, water dishes, cotton rag or paper towel for blotter, ruling pen, fine pointed pen....straight holder, good quality sable brushes 
such as Raphael Kolinsky #0 and #1-- 8408 and 8404 (pointed round and round), four tubes of gouache: Winsor Newton Titanium 
white, Parma Violet, Ultramarine and Lemon Yellow Gouache (not watercolor for this class), Fine Tec Mica Artist Color Set (we will 
use this in place of real gold and size)

THE ARTFUL FLOURISH—HEATHER HELD

Offhand Flourishing is an ornate, non-lettering art form with endless possibilities to explore. This class offers an in depth study of 
the flourish, which will de-mystify and simplify the process of artistic flourishing. It is open to any level of student from beginner to 
advanced. The basics of flourishing will be reviewed and the student will be led through simple cartouche designs and accent strokes 
to the more complex borders and pen drawn floral vignettes. Colored pencil and moist brush color techniques will be demonstrated 
for adding depth and interest. The goal of the class is to have the student be able to look at a blank piece of paper and confidently 
develop their own unique designs.
Supplies: Blank practice paper (Rhodia recommended), your favorite ink (McCaffery’s  Penman’s Black or Brown recommended), 
oblique pen holder with your favorite pointed pen nib (Zebra G recommended), pencil, ruler, note taking supplies a few colored 
pencils for floral accents. (Either the Caran D’Ache Classic Metallic set of 12 water-soluble colored pencils or the Derwent Metallic Set 
of 12 Colored Pencils will work for both the dry color and moist brush techniques), size 00 water media round brush for moist brush 
technique, small water container, paper towel. The following optional supplies will be used in demonstrations: Finetec gold, Bleedproof 
White, McCaffery Brown Ink, water soluble colored pencils, dark and light cardstock, Sakura Gelly Roll pen, 2 inexpensive brushes for 
bleedproof white and finetec gold. These supplies are great to have with you if they are in your tool kit for adding depth and interest 
to your designs, but you can follow the flourished demonstrations without them.

Evening Open Session from 7:30-9:30

SOMETHING ADVENTUROUS—LINDA HIRSH AND BRENDA BROADBENT

Come spend a fun filled evening learning about some of the new products on the market. Brenda and Linda have a fabulous array to 
show and demonstrate for you. Be sure to take advantage of this opportunity to unleash your creativity, just sit back and relax and let 
infectious excitement flow, while your imagination discovers ways to use these new tools effectively in your projects with an awareness 
of the potential. You may not like every single product we demonstrate, but even if you go crazy for just one or two what an edge you 
will have. The most recent product I fell in love with is called the “Wink of Stella”, (our secret till we meet). This will be a time for finding 
inspiration with emphasis on making designs that will have a contemporary look when you turn them into elegant creations.
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Wednesday, July 13 – Morning Session 8:30 - 12:00

BEGINNER SPENCERIAN—MICHAEL SULL

In this class we will review the fundamental Spencerian Principles, followed by an introduction to the primary lower case and capital 
letters. If you have never tried Spencerian before, this class will set you on the right track! Tools and materials will also be covered.

Supplies: A good oblique penholder, McCaffery’s or Old World Ink, Two Penpoints: Suggest Nikko G, Zebra or Gillott 303, Practice 
Paper will be provided

FROM PEN TO PROFIT: Building Business Success—KATHY MILICI

What does success look like to you? Here’s a hint: It’s different for everyone! Whatever your level of success right now, this workshop 
is designed for artists who want to grow their business. Do you wish you were better at business? What you believe about yourself 
and your abilities affects what you create. In this workshop, you will first explore your beliefs as an artist, affirm your positive thought 
patterns, and gain clarity in defining your goals. Also, learn five things you might be doing to sabotage your business growth. Then, 
you will learn how to identify and reach your customers, get organized and create an action plan. You will also learn both practical and 
“out of the box” free marketing tools and tips that every calligrapher needs to know to help you become a better business person! This 
is a fast-paced, lively, interactive and informative workshop, delivered with passion and humor. Kathy Milici knows and understands 
what it’s like to run a successful calligraphy business. This year, her studio, 24 Karat Designs, celebrates 32 years in business.

Supplies: A blank notebook (any size, lined), a pen, an open mind, and a positive attitude!

SPENCERIAN CAPITALS AND ALTERNATIVE ENDINGS—BILL KEMP

This class was suggested by people who have taken my beginning Spencerian classes in Berkeley, California at Castle in the Air. It 
was their desire to have a review of the capital letters, with a little more emphasis on flourishing. The other question was “…how can 
you end a sentence in a text, that would have a flourish to it?” The request was aimed at filling in white areas that were created by a 
word being too long to place at the end of a line and having to move it on the next line. I will provide some examples, on how to fill 
those white space areas and to make them blend with the body of text you have written. I worked with Michael Sull in developing this 
class over a year ago, with the hope of providing another view point on this topic. The student should have some experience with the 
Spencerian hand.

Supplies: Oblique pen holder, your favorite nib (Nikko or Zebra G nib). Lined paper (good graph paper is a suggestion) or another 
paper you feel comfortable with and can use in another class. INK: McCaffery’s or your favorite.

Wednesday, July 13 – Afternoon Session 1:30-5:00

THE NAME GAME (or...Escorts, place cards and envelopes…oh my!)—NAN DELUCA

Whether you are writing names on place cards, escort cards or addressing envelopes, there seems to be a lot more going on than just 
lovely letters. Each card or envelope is a mini-layout and has its own challenges: centered? opaque papers? ‘odd’ or usual papers or 
formats? How to work accurately and efficiently? What ink? What nib? We will look at several different ways to center your writing as 
well as different methods to do envelopes. I will provide some samples to work on in class or take home for practice. (I only do pointed 
pen script but these techniques work with whatever hand you choose.) Level: intermediate. Need to know how to make guidelines, 
how to write small as well as in different sizes to suit the client’s needs.

Supplies: Guide sheets will be provided for script…you can use your pens/ink or do ‘handwriting’ with a pen/pencil to try these 
techniques. Thin paper that you can see guide sheets thru will be helpful: Canson Pro-Marker 9 x 12 pads are great and can be used for 
all the other classes as well as for doing layout. (In real life, a lightbox is essential for many of these methods, but not all.) If you choose 
(totally optional), a soapstone to draw/wipe off lines is great for most dark papers. If you have one, perhaps share with a neighbor? 
The use of a Phantom Liner will also be discussed.

VERTICAL ORNAMENTAL PENMANSHIP— BOB HURFORD

Vertical Ornamental Penmanship is a fun alphabet inspired by a Charles Zaner hand with further touches added by Bob Hurford. VOP 
is elegant and useful for envelopes, placecards and a myriad of other uses. It is best written with a straight penholder (lefties or righties) 
and a sharp nib with modest flex. It is not impossible to write VOP with an oblique holder, but there are a number of advantages to the 
straight penholder that will become apparent to those in the class.
Supplies: PENHOLDER: Straight penholder; lefties will want the straight holder. NIB: A sharp pen with modest flex such as: Ishikawa 
Zebra G; Leonardt Hiro 111EF; Gillott 404; Hunt 22. INK: Any ink providing fine hairlines. Recommended is iron gall ink such as 
McCaffery’s Penman’s Ink Blott’s Iron Gall. Ziller Glossy Black Ink is a non-iron gall ink that will work well. PAPER: Any paper that 
produces fine hairlines and through which one can see provided guidelines. Canson Layout Bond is a good choice.
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BLACKLETTER- TEXTURA—MARIAN GAULT

This class will cover both lower and upper case letters and familiarity with the use of broad-edge nibs is desirable. The Blackletter(Textura) 
alphabet based on a 15th Century style, one of many variations which can be found in various historical references, will be taught. 
Exemplars and detailed instructions will be provided.
Supplies: STRAIGHT PEN/NIB HOLDER: Speedball plastic holder or similar, whatever you use for broad-edged nibs. NIBS: Broad-
edged such as Speedball C-2 or any equivalent size of another brand you prefer, or a Parallel Pen of equivalent size (only if you already 
have one- Do not buy one just for this class) INK: Any One of these: Walnut, Higgins Eternal, Moon Palace, or your favorite. PAPER: Any 
one of these: Borden & Riley Boris layout bond, 9 x 12”, Grid Pads, such as Westwind, JNB Graph Pad, Paper & Ink grid pad, or your 
favorite paper as long as you can see the guide lines through it. Guide sheets will be furnished.

Wednesday Evening Open Session from 7:30-9:30

MUSIC NOTATION WITH THE POINTED PEN—ANNE SHEEDY

Using some of George Bickham’s musical pages from 1741 as exemplars and adding just a few simple, additional touches, you will be 
able to add musical notation to your list of pointed pen skills! This is an introduction to musical notation using the pointed pen from the 
18th century to the modern day.
Supplies: Pen/Ink/Mechanical Pencil/Micron Pens/small T-square or straight edge/Kneadable eraser

Thursday, July 14 – Morning Session 8:30-12:00

THE FUNDAMENTALS OF FLOURISHING—JAKE WEIDMANN

This is an introductory course, which will cover the dynamics of traditional off-hand flourishing. In this class we will discuss such 
fundamental elements as the layout, strokes, line relationship, sequence, variety and details which make a strong and breath-taking 
piece. This is an excellent course for those who are new to flourishing or to anyone who wishes to have a deeper understanding for 
the underlying principles of flourishing. We will be composing these individual elements into such traditional patterns as abstract line 
flourishes, quills, birds and swans. We will also discuss, with this foundation, how to apply these practices in your own way to make 
your work flourish!

Supplies: Pencil, Smooth white paper, Smooth black paper, Oblique penholder Straight penholder, Pointed, flexible pen nibs (Leonardt 
Principle or Nikko G ), Black ink (Iron gall is preferable) White ink

CONTEMPORARY POINTED PEN & EXCITING FLORALS—BARBARA CLOSE

In this course students will get a sense of contemporary letterforms created with the pointed pen. For page design, watercolor florals 
will be added to give beauty to a page, with a little touch of color. It just may be the spark that the quote or the name card needs. We 
will be completing a beautiful page after instruction with letterforms and painting flowers

Supplies: Variety of your favorite pointed pen nibs, pen holder, BRUSHES: watercolor round- 04 or 06 ( I like Richeson, Steve Quiller) 
1⁄4” Bamboo (or equivalent for large flowers) WATERCOLORS: Pans or tubes (with palette and mixing brush) PAPER: 1⁄2 sheet of hot 
press #140 Watercolor Paper: Arches/Lana (choose your brand) Can also try watercolor tablet 9” x 12”, metallic gel pen, Pilot G-Tec or 
Pigma Marker (03, 04, or 05), pencil, ruler.

VOLUPTUOUS VINING—HARVEST CRITTENDEN

Discover the secrets of creating full-bodied, voluptuous vines. We will start with easy steps and go over the basics of color, shape, 
layout and design of simple vines. We will move up to more intricate vines and winding vines through text and initials. There are many 
leaves, many flowers, many shapes to work with as you learn the math of creating your own gorgeous vines. Lastly, we will add bits 
of gold leaf to make our vines sparkle. The class is for all skill levels, no previous experience required.

Supplies: Four sheets of 5 x 7 Arches Hot Press Watercolor Paper 140lb., Simple gouache palette of at least 3 primary colors (some version 
of yellow, red and blue) plus black and white, Two fine point brushes (suggest size 00 or 1), One scruffy mixing brush, Mixing palette 
of any kind, A few paper towels for cleaning brush, Water bucket, Permanent black ink with fine nib and holder OR Pigma extra fine 
point marker that’s permanent, Pencil- HB or harder ( I use a 4H), Ruler or straight edge, Kneaded eraser, Embosser with small ends 
(if you have one), Two sheets of patent or loose gold leaf, Small amount of Instacol or Jerry Tressor’s pink size.

VOLUPTUOUS VINING Harvest Crittenden - Thursday
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Thursday, July 14 – Afternoon Sessions

1:30-4:30  ROUND ROBIN—LINDA HIRSH, Moderator
This participatory event encourages you to try techniques using a variety of tools, both familiar and new. This  is a very popular session 
you won’t want to miss!

3:00-5:00  CALLIGRAPHY MEETS TECHNOLOGY
Ned Gault, Gale Pedowitz and Debi Zeinert will be available to answer your “technology” questions. In this informal setting, Ned will 
address your Photoshop questions, Gale will show you the latest, greatest calligraphy apps for your iPad and iPhone, and Debi Zeinert 
will show you how to convert an Excel spreadsheet into a label format for addressing envelopes. Here’s your chance to sit down one on 
one with the experts!

Friday, July 15 – Morning Session 8:30-12:00

LEAF-SCRIPT CAPITALS—RICK MUFFLER

Based on a push-engraving tutorial for decorated script capitals, I have transposed these techniques for use in the lettering arts. This 
class teaches basic structure, but personal vision is encouraged.  Must have a strong working knowledge of script letter forms.

Supplies: Paper (whatever you’re using for other classes) tracing paper, pencil, eraser, pointed pen/ink or micron. 

ENGROSSING FOR BEGINNERS: The Process of Illumination—JOHN FRALEIGH

Participants in this seminar will learn about layout, appropriate calligraphic styles, copy blocking, gilding methods, uses of boxed 
and closed versals, rudiments of vining for borders and leaf shading. Attendees will create decorated versals, simple borders and, in 
so doing, will learn color contrast methods and gouache on gouache techniques to enhance ornamentation of leaves as well as the use 
of filigree. Explanation of the efficacy of egg tempera as a medium for illumination will be covered. Supplementary and additional 
information will be included in the Convention Workbook.

Supplies: GOUACHE: Your choice: Winsor Newton, Schminke, Talens, Artist’s Gouache, Turner, Savoir Faire. Color Variations are based 
on Winsor Newton Products. Tubes of light and dark shades of major colors: Ultramarine Blue/Primary Blue, Alizarin Crimson/Primary 
Red, Permanent Green Deep/Light Green, Purple Lake,/Spectrum Violet, Cadmium Yellow/Zinc White, Dr. Martin’s Bleedproof White 
Ink, Schminke Aquarelle Watercolor Gold or other gold ink (optional) Brushes for mixing paint, as well as size 000 or 00, size 2, 3 or 
four, Lead pencil, technical pencil or pigma marker (black 005 or 05) Kneadable eraser.

ORNATE PICTORIAL CALLIGRAPHY—LINDA SCHNEIDER

Learn to design everything from a flower to a figure using flourishes done with the pointed pen. Ornate Pictorial Calligraphy, in 
the past, has been recognized for its beauty in fine flourished loops depicting birds, feathers and scrolls. I will teach how to design 
contemporary images such as ladies with an attitude, elaborate cakes and fancy flowers using a similar ornate pictorial calligraphic style. 
Basic flourishing will be covered first and demonstrated along with the contemporary images. As an added feature, I will demonstrate 
how to incorporate the calligraphic designs into a card format, so each calligrapher can use their art to make their own collection for 
personal correspondence or to give as gifts. My goal is for every calligrapher to have some success and a solid foundation of what was 
taught so that as they return to their studios they will enjoy practicing ornate pictorial calligraphy and use their own unique designs. 
Some pointed pen experience preferred but not mandatory, creative imagination encouraged, willingness to have fun required.

Supplies: Pencil – any soft leaded pencil, not mechanical Kneaded Eraser –any eraser (I prefer the grey kneaded eraser) Layout paper 
– semi-transparent layout paper, suggested Borden and Riley Boris Layout Paper, or any paper that works well with pen and ink 
Pointed Pen – the oblique pen holder except for those who are left handed then use the straight pen holder which is optional. Pen Nibs 
– Brause 66 EF or Hunt 56 School nib or your favorite Black Ink – suggested Higgins Eternal with about 10 drops of Gum Arabic per 
bottle or your preferred black ink

ORNATE PICTORIAL CALLIGRAPHY
Linda Schneider-Friday
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Friday, July 15 –Afternoon Session 1:30-5:00

SPENCERIAN MONOGRAM DESIGN—MIKE SULL

Monograms are a traditional, yet distinctly personal representation of a person, a family or an organization. Spencerian monograms are 
based on the same concepts as Spencerian Script: movement, curvature, contrast and variability. In this class students will be shown 
how to use these concepts with an understanding of visual balance and negative space to develop their own monograms. Techniques 
involve drawing rather than writing, and all skill levels are welcome. It will be helpful if you have a basic knowledge of Spencerian 
letterforms.

Supplies: A good oblique penholder, McCaffery’s or Old World Ink, Two Penpoints: Suggest Nikko G, Zebra or Gillott 303, Practice 
Paper will be provided

FROM CONCEPT TO COMPLETION: A How To Guide On Layout And Design—VIVIAN MUNGALL

This class will be a discussion with photos and demonstrations to show how to take a project from the first conversations with a client 
to having a completed piece. I will be using several pieces that I have just completed as examples. Some of the topics that we will be 
discussing include: Getting a portfolio and how to use it to your best advantage; Conversations with client about what they would like, 
what they can afford and the parameters of the project; ways to work within their price range; preliminary sketches, design elements, 
tackling the blank sheet of paper; laying out the art and equipment needed; tips on lettering the piece including how to correct your 
mistakes; sharpening the nib of a broad pen; pitfalls; framing and matting. Please bring your questions and problems.
Supplies: Paper and a pen or pencil for taking notes

GAME, SET, MATCH—XANDRA Y. ZAMORA

If you have ever had a client ask you to match a font, but were wondering how to go about it, you won’t want to miss this presentation. 
Although as calligraphers we cannot replicate a digital typeface exactly by hand, we can get better than close enough for government 
work, and I will share some of what I have learned over the years.

Supplies: No. 2 pencil, Eraser, Pigma micron 01, 18-inch C-thru Ruler, a second ruler, Plastic T-square (the cheapie one) Adjustable 
triangle, (optional) Layout Paper or other smooth paper, Basic pointed pen supplies

Saturday, July 16—Morning Session only 8:30 - 12:00

SCRIPT AND FLOURISHES: A REVIEW OF TECHNIQUES—HEATHER HELD & BILL KEMP

A basic review of what has been taught during the Convention, the main focus will be on Spencerian, Engrosser’s Script and Flourishing. 
You will have the chance to ask more specific questions concerning letter forms and techniques. This is a perfect opportunity for beginners 
to enhance their new skills and reinforce the basics learned throughout the week.

Supplies: PAPER: Rhodia or Clarifontaine (either plain or graph, INK: McCaffery black, NIBS: Your favorite, Oblique Penholder and a 
Sense of humor

SPENCERIAN LADIES’ HAND—BOB HURFORD

A light and delicate hand dating from the mid 19th century used by such penmen as Elmer Bloser who probably never thought of it as 
a “ladies’ hand.” Historically, the Spencerian Ladies’ Hand contains modest shading on the capitals and none on the lower case letter. 
A straight penholder was used with nibs of good sharpness and modest flexibility, though an oblique penholder may be used. In our 
class, we will study the basic letterforms and endeavor to add some flourishing to the Ladies’ Hand making it even more elegant.

Supplies: PENHOLDER: Straight penholder; lefties will want the straight holder. NIB: A sharp pen with modest flex such as: Ishikawa 
Zebra G; Leonardt Hiro 111EF; Gillott 404; Hunt 22. INK: Any ink providing fine hairlines. Recommended is iron gall ink such as 
McCaffery’s Penman’s Ink Blott’s Iron Gall. Ziller Glossy Black Ink is a non-iron gall ink that will work well. PAPER: Any paper that 
produces fine hairlines and through which one can see provided guidelines. Canson Layout Bond is a good choice.

ADVANCED PICTORIAL FLOURISHING—HARVEST CRITTENDEN & MIKE SULL

Proceeding beyond traditional designs of basic cartouches, quills and birds, Harvest and Mike will explain and demonstrate techniques 
for rendering advanced pictorial flourishes. Included in this class will be designs for cherubs, swans, cornucopias, elaborate scrolls and 
the infamous bounding stag. Some experience with basic flourishing techniques will be helpful. Basic techniques will NOT be covered.
Supplies: Favorite pointed nib and holder, Ink (suggest McCaffrey’s black), Pencil, (HB), Ruler or Straight Edge, Kneaded eraser, Good 
quality Layout Paper, Grid Paper (8 squares per ink), A few sheets of tracing paper
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